2017 Season

MERSEYSIDE SUMMER QUIZ LEAGUE

Questions set by Keith Andrew and Eric Kilby - Correct as at 10 March 2017.

1

Procedural or muscle, declarative, implicit, semantic and episodic are all types of
what mental process?

MEMORY/RECALL

2

Which song by Drake topped the UK Singles Chart for 15 consecutive weeks in
2016?

ONE DANCE

3

Part of the Puerto Rico Trench, what is the deepest part of the Atlantic Ocean? It
has the same name as a city in Wisconsin.

MILWAUKEE DEEP

4

What is the name of the motoring television series for Amazon Video presented
by Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May?

THE GRAND TOUR

5

Which group’s 1992 album “We Can’t Dance” included the hit single “I Can’t
Dance”?

GENESIS

6

Which US state capital, located on the James River, is named after a town which
is now part of London?

RICHMOND

7

Anne Denholm is the official player of which musical instrument in the Prince of
Wales’ household?

HARP

8

Which former Everton player was player/manager of Tranmere Rovers from 1980
to 1985?

BRYAN HAMILTON

9

Jim Delligatti, who died in November 2016, created which iconic item of fast food
in 1967?

BIG MAC

10

Who directed the films Independence Day, The Day After Tomorrow, and 2012?

ROLAND
EMMERICH

11

The first person to hold both the land and water speed records simultaneously,
who was killed on Lake Windermere on Friday 13 June 1930, shortly after
breaking the water speed record?

HENRY SEGRAVE

12

Danny Baker, Shane Richie and Michael Barrymore all appeared in the ‘Doorstep
Challenge’ TV commercials for which brand of detergent?

DAZ

13

Fought on 17 July 1453, Castillon is generally acknowledged as being the last
major battle of which war?

HUNDRED YEARS
WAR

14

Which capital city is closest to the equator?

QUITO

15

Mary Whitehouse objected strongly to the language used in which BBC 1960s
sitcom, saying "I doubt if many people would use the word bloody 121 times in 30
minutes"?

TILL DEATH US DO
PART

16

Nominated for Best Picture at the 2017 Academy Awards, which film follows two
brothers who carry out a series of bank robberies to save their family ranch?

HELL OR HIGH
WATER

17

What name is shared by a Lerner and Loewe musical, the winner of the 2012
Epsom Derby and a lottery company?

CAMELOT

18

Ailurophobia is the fear of which animals?

CATS

19

Who wrote the poem which begins “Oh, to be in England now that April’s there”?

ROBERT
BROWNING

20

Which tenor won the first series of Britain's Got Talent with his performance of
Nessun dorma?

PAUL POTTS

21

Apartments 4A and 4B, 2311 North Los Robles Avenue, Pasadena feature
prominently in which sitcom which has been running since 2007?

THE BIG BANG
THEORY
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22

Who scored 149 tries in 152 games for Bradford Bulls, before switching codes
and moving to Gloucester in 2007?

LESLIE VAINIKOLO

23

Which amateur football team was founded in 1882, was renowned for its
sportsmanship and fair play and mainly played friendly matches to avoid
competitiveness? It merged with Casuals in 1939 to form a new club.

CORINTHIAN

24

Breakin' Away and That's Livin' Alright by Joe Fagin were used as the opening
and closing theme music for which television comedy-drama?

AUF WIEDERSEHEN,
PET

25

Who was the only man to hold the position of Reichsmarschall, the highest rank in
the armed forces of Nazi Germany during World War II?

HERMANN GÖRING

26

Who committed suicide by throwing herself under King George V's horse, Anmer,
at the 1913 Epsom Derby?

EMILY DAVISON

27

Which 2012 American western film written and directed by Quentin Tarantino had
the tagline “The "D" is Silent. Payback Won't Be.”?

DJANGO
UNCHAINED

28

A major spur to the setting up of which charity was the public outcry which
followed the transmission in 1966 of the BBC television play Cathy Come Home?

SHELTER

29

Who composed "The Stars and Stripes Forever" and "The Liberty Bell", which was
used as the theme for “Monty Python's Flying Circus”?

JOHN PHILIP
SOUSA

30

In 1902, who became the first Briton to win a Nobel Prize, for his work on the
transmission of malaria?

RONALD ROSS

31

Which comedian and actor's most famous creation was Alf Ippititimus, notable for
his "phwaay!" catchphrase and his muscular tics?

JACK DOUGLAS

32

Spoken by John Locke, “we’ve all been waiting for you” is the final line in which
American drama series which ran from 2004 to 2010?

LOST

33

Which 1968 UK number 1 hit was based on the American folk song known as
"The Ballad of Lydia Pinkham"?

LILY THE PINK

34

Who was the first American woman in space – she also served on the committees
that investigated the Challenger and Columbia space shuttle disasters?

SALLY RIDE

35

Identify this film: the 1962 original starred Robert Mitchum as Max Cady. In the
1991 remake, this part was played by Robert De Niro.

CAPE FEAR

36

Who was the winner of the seventh series of The Great British Bake Off, in 2016?

CANDICE BROWN

37

The taking of which annual week long holiday finally ended in 2006 when school
holidays in West Craven, Lancashire were finally brought in line with the rest of
the country?

WAKES WEEK

38

Which album by Radiohead was first released in 2007 as a downloadable selfrelease that customers could order for whatever price they saw fit?

IN RAINBOWS

39

Known as the “Teflon Don” after previous acquittals, which New York crime boss
and boss of the Gambino crime family was convicted of 5 murders in 1992?

JOHN GOTTI

40

Which team in the English football league play their home matches at Highbury
Stadium?

FLEETWOOD TOWN

41

The “law” that over the history of computing hardware, the number of transistors
on integrated circuits doubles approximately every two years is named after which
co-founder of Intel, who described the trend in a1965 paper?

GORDON MOORE

42

Which group, formed in Leicester in 1997, took their name from a member of the
Charles Manson cult?

KASABIAN

43

Who was the pilot of the CIA’s U-2 spy plane which was shot down over Soviet
airspace in 1960?

(FRANCIS) GARY
POWERS
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44

Which former Coronation Street actor was evicted from the January 2015 series
of Celebrity Big Brother for using "unacceptable and offensive language"?

KEN MORLEY

45

What name is given to the shaven corona, or crown of the head which monks and
priests wear as a mark of their order?

TONSURE

46

Hertfordshire Mavericks, Loughborough Lightning, and Surrey Storm all compete
in the Superleague in which sport?

NETBALL

47

Which 20th Century American photographer’s black-and-white landscape
photographs of the American West, especially Yosemite National Park, have been
widely reproduced on calendars, posters and books?

ANSEL ADAMS

48

Which stretch of water separates the North and South Islands of New Zealand?

COOK STRAIT

49

“Seventy-Six Trombones" is the signature song from which 1957 musical play
which was later filmed starring Robert Preston and Shirley Jones?

THE MUSIC MAN

50

Which sculptor created Another Place, which consists of 100 cast iron figures
facing towards the sea and is permanently installed at Crosby Beach?

ANTHONY
GORMLEY

51

Who was the Greek goddess of chaos, strife and discord? One of the Solar
System’s five recognised dwarf planets is named after her.

ERIS

52

Born in Northern Ireland, which snooker referee appeared in a Carling Black Label
advert in the early 1980s, in which he crushed the cue ball with his gloved hand?

LEN GANLEY

53

Which of Lytton Strachey’s “Eminent Victorians” developed a variation of the
statistical pie-chart known as the polar area diagram?

FLORENCE
NIGHTINGALE

54

What is the stage name of the Mercury Prize-winning grime artist Joseph Junior
Adenuga?

SKEPTA

55

The Royal Yacht Britannia was decommissioned in 1997 and is now a museum.
In which Scottish port is it berthed?

LEITH

56

Which artist was staying with Vincent van Gogh at his rented house in Arles in
1888, when van Gogh cut off his own ear?

PAUL GAUGUIN

57

Cadmus was the founder and first king of which Ancient Greek city state?

THEBES

58

Which programme, broadcast on BBC Radio 4 on weekdays at 05:58 am and
lasting 90 seconds, features the song or sounds of a British bird?

TWEET OF THE
DAY

59

Which game takes its name from the Swahili for “to build?

JENGA

60

Who duetted with George Michael on If I Told You That, which reached No. 9 in
the UK singles chart in 2000?

WHITNEY
HOUSTON

61

Which author and poet was fatally wounded in a duel with Georges-Charles
d'Anthès, who had attempted to seduce his wife, Natalia?

ALEXANDER
PUSHKIN

62

Who succeeded John Key as Prime Minister of New Zealand in December 2016?

BILL ENGLISH

63

Which Irish sports television company operating in Britain for several years until it
ceased broadcasting in 2009? It also operated TV channels for various football
teams including Liverpool, Arsenal and Celtic.

SETANTA

64

In which month of the year are Record Store Day, Earth Day, and ANZAC Day all
observed?

APRIL

65

Who played Adam Ant’s Fairy Godmother in the video which accompanied his
1981 #1 hit “Prince Charming”?

DIANA DORS

66

What was the codename for the atomic bomb dropped on the Japanese city of
Hiroshima on 6 August 1945?

LITTLE BOY

67

In which sport might use a piece of equipment called a recurve?

ARCHERY
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68

The title of which album by The Stranglers is also the taxonomic name for the
common Brown Rat?

RATTUS
NORVEGICUS

69

What was the ruling Royal House of Portugal from 1640 until 1910?

BRAGANZA

70

Selina Kyle is the original and most widely known alter ego of which character,
who first appeared in a DC Comics book in 1940?

CATWOMAN

Spare Questions
1

Robert C. Baker, a Cornell University poultry science and food science professor
is credited with the invention of which fast food delicacy?

CHICKEN NUGGETS

2

Which singer, who died in 1999 aged 59, was born Mary Isobel Catherine
Bernadette O'Brien?

DUSTY
SPRINGFIELD

3

Identify the film: Original in 1947 starred Danny Kaye; Remake in 2013 starred
Ben Stiller.

(THE SECRET LIFE
OF) WALTER MITTY

4

Hallux is the Latin name for which part of the body?

BIG TOE
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